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Abstract 105 

Background  106 

To eliminate cervical cancer as a public health problem, the World Health Organization 107 

currently recommends routine vaccination of adolescent girls with two doses of the human 108 

papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine before sexual initiation. However, many countries have yet to 109 

implement HPV vaccination because of financial or logistical barriers to delivering two doses 110 

outside the infant immunisation programme. 111 

Methods 112 

Using three independent HPV transmission models, we estimated the long-term health 113 

benefits and cost-effectiveness of one-dose versus two-dose HPV vaccination, in 188 114 

countries, assuming that one dose of the vaccine gives either a shorter duration of full 115 

protection (20 or 30 years) or lifelong protection but lower vaccine efficacy (e.g., 80%) 116 

compared to two doses. We simulated routine vaccination with the 9-valent HPV vaccine in 117 

10-year-old girls at 80% coverage for the years 2021–2120, with a one-year catch-up 118 

campaign of 11–14-year-old girls at 80% coverage in the first year of the programme.  119 

Results 120 

Over the years 2021–2120, one-dose vaccination at 80% coverage was projected to avert 121 

112.9 million (range of medians: 75.8–176.2) and 148.0 million (111.6–187.6) cervical cancer 122 

cases assuming one dose of the vaccine confers 20 and 30 years of protection, respectively. 123 

Should one dose of the vaccine provide lifelong protection at 80% vaccine efficacy, 155.2 124 

million (143.7–170.3) cervical cancer cases could be prevented. Around 65 to 889 additional 125 

girls would need to be vaccinated with the second dose to prevent one cervical cancer case, 126 

depending on the epidemiological profiles of the country. Across all income groups, the 127 

threshold cost for the second dose was low: from 0.85 (0.07–3.82) USD in low-income 128 

countries to 18.08 (-3.62–85.64) USD in high-income countries, assuming one-dose confers 129 

30-year protection. 130 
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Conclusions 131 

Results were consistent across the three independent models and suggest that one-dose 132 

vaccination has similar health benefits to a two-dose programme while simplifying vaccine 133 

delivery, reducing costs, and alleviating vaccine supply constraints. The second dose may be 134 

cost-effective if there is a shorter duration of protection from one dose, cheaper vaccine 135 

and vaccination delivery strategies, and high burden of cervical cancer. 136 

  137 
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Background 138 

 139 

Cervical cancer is the fourth leading cause of cancer mortality among women globally with 140 

an estimated 570 000 new cases and 311 000 deaths in 2018, with the majority of deaths 141 

occurring in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) (1). Persistent infection with high-142 

risk genotypes of human papillomavirus (HPV) is a necessary precursor of cervical cancer. 143 

  144 

Primary prevention of cervical cancer is available with four highly efficacious prophylactic 145 

vaccines—two 2-valent, one 4-valent, one 9-valent—that are currently licensed for 146 

protection against HPV infection (2–5). All protect against the two most carcinogenic HPV 147 

types, 16 and 18, which are responsible for 70% of cervical cancer cases globally (6–8). Some 148 

additionally protect against HPV types 6 and 11, which do not cause cancer but are 149 

responsible for most cases of anogenital warts, and against other high-risk types such as 150 

HPV 31, 33, 45, 52, and 58 (either directly or through cross-protection), which have been 151 

linked to a further 20% of cervical cancer cases (6–8). 152 

  153 

Multiple analyses including the global Papillomavirus Rapid Interface for Modelling and 154 

Economics (PRIME) model developed in collaboration with the World Health Organization 155 

(WHO) (9,10) have found HPV vaccination to be cost-effective in almost all countries. The 156 

HPV vaccines were initially administered as a three-dose regimen over six months. In 2014, 157 

the WHO Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization reviewed the evidence for 158 

dose reduction and recommended a two-dose regimen for individuals below 15 years of age 159 

(11). With the availability of vaccines and screening tests that allow detection of both high-160 

risk HPV types and neoplasias that are precursors to cervical cancer, the Secretary-General 161 
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of WHO has called for global elimination of cervical cancer as a public health problem, i.e., 162 

achieving the measurable global targets set by WHO (12). Current WHO guidelines 163 

recommend that all countries vaccinate females aged 9–14 years against HPV (13). 164 

 165 

Although some of these vaccines have been licensed for more than a decade, LMICs with 166 

the highest incidence of cervical cancer are disproportionately less likely to introduce the 167 

HPV vaccine into their routine immunisation programmes (9,14–16). High vaccine 168 

procurement and delivery costs coupled with logistical constraints surrounding the delivery 169 

of a two-dose regimen outside the infant vaccination schedule has hampered vaccine 170 

introduction and uptake (17). Despite the financial support of Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, 171 

many LMICs have yet to introduce HPV vaccines into their routine programmes (18,19). 172 

Since 2017, constrained supply of the 4-valent and 9-valent HPV vaccines has further 173 

delayed vaccine introductions in many countries (20,21). Moreover, physical distancing 174 

measures such as school closures and national lockdowns in response to the current COVID-175 

19 pandemic (22) have caused eligible populations to miss doses of HPV vaccine (21).  176 

  177 

These financial, logistical, and supply constraints have motivated research into one-dose 178 

vaccination schedules. If proven effective, one-dose HPV vaccination would simplify vaccine 179 

delivery and lower costs of national vaccination programmes (18,23). It could also expedite 180 

the introduction of HPV vaccines into national immunisation schedules for LMICs, 181 

potentially protecting many more females against cervical cancer (19). 182 

  183 
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Evidence is emerging from immunogenicity trials, post-hoc analyses of efficacy trials, and 184 

post-licensure observational studies to suggest that one dose of the HPV vaccine may 185 

provide a high level of protection against incident and persistent HPV infections. 186 

A systematic review of participants in six clinical trials who received only one dose of HPV 187 

vaccination, because they did not complete their allocated schedules, suggests that this 188 

schedule may be as effective as two doses in preventing HPV infection in up to seven years 189 

of follow-up (24). However, evidence on the non-inferior efficacy of a single-dose schedule 190 

from participants randomised to receive one dose has yet to emerge (expected in 2025). 191 

Furthermore, antibody titres in immunogenicity trials were lower than in those receiving 192 

two or three doses. While inferior antibody titres may not necessarily translate to inferior 193 

protection, at this point, there is still uncertainty about the efficacy and durability of one-194 

dose vaccination. 195 

  196 

Additionally, in the event that one-dose vaccination protection is slightly worse than two or 197 

three doses, populations may still be almost as well protected through indirect (herd) 198 

protection. Such effects can be examined using HPV transmission dynamic models. To date, 199 

model-based analyses set in the United Kingdom (UK) (25), the United States (US), and 200 

Uganda (26,27) suggest that one-dose schedules would be cost-effective and would prevent 201 

almost as many cancers as two-dose or three-dose schedules if one dose confers at least 20 202 

years of protection or has at least 80% efficacy against HPV 16/18 infection.  203 

  204 

In this paper, we compare the impact and cost-effectiveness of one-dose versus two-dose 205 

vaccination in 188 countries, assuming that one dose of the vaccine gives either shorter 206 

duration of protection or lower vaccine efficacy compared to two doses. We use a hybrid 207 
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approach: firstly, we consider the age-specific impact that HPV vaccines may have using the 208 

results of multiple independent HPV transmission dynamic models, and secondly, 209 

extrapolate these effects to the remaining countries in the world using data on population 210 

demographics and cervical cancer burden synthesised in a single model (PRIME). 211 

  212 

Methods 213 

 214 

To assess the extent to which one-dose HPV vaccination schedules will provide similar 215 

protection and be cost-effective compared to two doses, we compared the impact of three 216 

different strategies: (1) no HPV vaccination; (2) a one-dose HPV vaccination schedule in 217 

which we assume that one dose of the HPV vaccine confers either 20 or 30 years of full 218 

protection or 80% vaccine efficacy (VE) over the lifetime; and (3) a two-dose HPV 219 

vaccination schedule in which two doses of the vaccine would provide lifetime protection at 220 

100% VE. The minimum duration of protection in the waning scenarios for one-dose reflects 221 

the availability of over 10 years of data from various studies—ESCUDDO trial (28,29), IARC 222 

India post-randomisation analysis (30)—that do not show any evidence of waning of either 223 

clinical or immunological protection (31). 224 

  225 

Fig 1 provides an overview of the data sources and key steps of the modelling framework 226 

described in the following sections. We synthesised the long-term population-wide impact 227 

of HPV vaccination on cervical cancer incidence by age and time predicted by three 228 

published transmission dynamic models: (i) the Public Health England (PHE) model, a 229 

compartmental dynamic model set in the UK (32); (ii) the HPV-ADVISE model, an individual-230 
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based dynamic model set in Uganda, Nigeria, India, Vietnam (27,33), and Canada (34,35); 231 

and (iii) the Harvard model, a hybrid model that links two individual-based models, set in 232 

the US, Uganda, El Salvador, and Nicaragua (14,36). In total, we combined results from 10 233 

model-country scenarios. The models have been extensively reviewed and used to inform 234 

vaccine policy (including by the UK's Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation (37), 235 

the World Health Organization’s Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization 236 

(11,38,39) and the US Advisory Committee on Immunization Practice (40–43). The models 237 

stratify population by age, gender, and sexual activity-based risk group, as well as screening 238 

behaviour-based risk group in the HPV-ADVISE and Harvard models. They capture HPV 239 

natural history and disease, as well as HPV transmission as informed by country-specific 240 

sexual behaviour surveys. More details about the models can be found in the 241 

Supplementary Materials. For the scenarios where one dose confers a shorter duration of 242 

protection (i.e., 20 or 30 years), we assume 100% VE, as suggested by clinical trial 243 

populations (24,28,30,31). We modelled routine annual vaccination with the 9-valent 244 

vaccine in 10-year-old girls to begin in 2021 and run uninterrupted until 2120. We also 245 

included catch-up vaccination of girls aged 11–14 years in the first year of the programme. 246 

Throughout, vaccine coverage was assumed to be 80%. In sensitivity analyses, we 247 

investigated the impact of a one-dose vaccination schedule with a bivalent vaccine 248 

(Supplementary Materials). 249 

 250 

Fig 1. Overview of the data sources and the key steps of the modelling. To compare the impact and 251 
cost-effectiveness of one-dose versus two-dose vaccination in 188 countries, we adopted a hybrid 252 
approach. First, we synthesised the age-specific impact of HPV vaccines of three published 253 
transmission dynamic models—PHE, HPV-ADVISE, Harvard—from 11 model-country settings. 254 
Second, we derived the primary impact of vaccination using a static model (PRIME). Third, we 255 
extrapolated the primary and secondary effects to the remaining countries in the world. Fourth, we 256 
measured and compared population-level impact (e.g., cervical cancers averted, number of females 257 
needed to be vaccinated, threshold costs of the first and second dose of the vaccine) for three 258 
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vaccine strategies: no HPV vaccination (the counterfactual); a one-dose HPV vaccination schedule in 259 
which we assume that one dose of the vaccine provides either a shorter duration of protection (20 260 
or 30 years) or lower vaccine efficacy (i.e., 80%) compared to two doses; and a two-dose HPV 261 
vaccination schedule in which two doses of the vaccine provides lifetime protection. 262 
 263 

 Using PRIME, we then estimated the primary impact of a two-dose vaccination schedule, 264 

without herd effects and waning immunity, in 188 countries. Full details of PRIME, including 265 

model equations and updates, are available at (9,10). As PRIME is a static model, it cannot 266 

estimate herd effects, nor can it capture the effect of waning vaccine immunity. Here, we 267 

introduced a novel method which compares results from PRIME and the three dynamic 268 

models—PHE, HPV-ADVISE, Harvard—set in nine countries—UK, US, Canada, Nigeria, 269 

Uganda, India, Vietnam, El Salvador, and Nicaragua. We calculated the difference between 270 

cervical cancer incidence predicted by PRIME and each of the dynamic models to derive the      271 

secondary effects of vaccination, which is a combination of waning immunity (20/30-year 272 

duration vs lifetime protection and lower vaccine efficacy) and herd effects at every age and 273 

time-point. We then calculated the ratio of secondary to primary vaccine impact. By 274 

assuming that the primary impact of a vaccine (i.e., vaccine with lifetime protection and no 275 

herd effects) is different in every country as estimated by PRIME, we extrapolated the ratio 276 

(secondary to primary) to other countries to project the secondary effects of vaccination, 277 

using a similar approach as two comparative modelling analyses conducted by the WHO’s 278 

Cervical Cancer Elimination Modelling Consortium (14,44). A meta-analysis by Drolet and 279 

colleagues showed a significant decrease in the prevalence of HPV 16 and 18 among women 280 

aged 20–24 years (risk ratio [RR] 0.34, 95% CI 0.23–0.49) and 25–29 years (RR 0.63, 95% CI 281 

0.41–0.97) (45). As most of the women in these age groups were unvaccinated, the meta-282 

analysis found evidence of similar herd effects more than four years after the introduction 283 

of HPV vaccination. 284 
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  285 

Uncertainty in predictions was captured by generating multiple simulations from the three 286 

dynamic models representing different plausible parameter sets. For the PHE model, 100 287 

runs were simulated from the best-fitting parameter sets to capture uncertainty in the 288 

duration of infection, duration of natural immunity, screening accuracy, the progression of 289 

cervical cancer, age-specific prevalence, and the number of sexual partners. For HPV-290 

ADVISE, 1000 runs were simulated from 50 parameter sets that simultaneously fit country-291 

specific behavioural and epidemiological data. These 50 parameter sets illustrate the 292 

uncertainty in sexual behaviour, HPV transmission, the natural history of HPV-related 293 

diseases, and screening. For the Harvard model that reflect two sexual behaviour settings 294 

(low- and high-HPV prevalence), 50 best-fitting dynamic transmission model parameter sets, 295 

capturing variations in genotype- and sex-specific transmission probability, and genotype- 296 

and sex-specific natural immunity, were propagated through four cervical carcinogenesis 297 

models that have been previously calibrated (i.e., fit) to the US, Uganda, El Salvador, or 298 

Nicaragua (14,36). 299 

Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness measures 300 

For each country, we estimated the number of cervical cancer cases, deaths, and disability-301 

adjusted life years (DALYs)—caused by HPV 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 52, and 58—occurring under 302 

each scenario by age and time since vaccination in females born in the years 2011–2110 303 

(Section 1.8 Supplementary materials). We then compared the impact of a one-dose 304 

schedule (giving 20/30 years protection or lifelong protection but at 80% initial VE) with no 305 

vaccination, and a two-dose schedule (giving lifetime protection at 100% VE) with a one-306 

dose schedule. We calculated the number of females needed to vaccinate with one dose, 307 
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and the number of females needed to give an additional (i.e., second) dose, to avert one 308 

cervical cancer case, death, or DALY. We also projected the threshold cost to pay for the 309 

first and second dose of vaccine, which is the maximum that could be paid for the first dose 310 

(compared to no vaccination) and second dose (compared to one dose only) for the 311 

incremental cost-effectiveness ratio to remain below country-specific gross domestic 312 

product (GDP) per capita (in 2017 USD). We used the GDP per capita estimates by the World 313 

Bank (46), but also considered a lower threshold , i.e., 30–40% and 60–65% of GDP per 314 

capita in low-income and middle- to high-income countries (47,48). The time horizon of the 315 

analysis was from 2021 to 2120; we accrued all health benefits of vaccination up to the end 316 

of the routine vaccination programme (i.e., the year 2120) or age 100 of all vaccinated 317 

cohorts, whichever came first. Using modelled results from the 10 model-country pairs, we 318 

projected the outcome measures in 188 countries and aggregated the results by World Bank 319 

income groups. After projecting the various measures of effectiveness and cost-320 

effectiveness under the several vaccination scenarios, we compared the outcomes 321 

generated with results from the 10 model-country pairs. After projecting the various 322 

measures of effectiveness and cost-effectiveness under the vaccination scenarios, we 323 

compared the outcomes generated with results from the 10 model-country scenarios. We 324 

presented the results, aggregated by World Bank income groups (details in the 325 

Supplementary Materials), as the median (and 80% uncertainty intervals (UI)) from each of 326 

the model-country predictions. Both health outcomes and costs were discounted at 0% and 327 

3% per year (49). 328 

 329 
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Results 330 

 331 

In 188 countries over the years 2021–2120, the models projected that routine annual 332 

vaccination of 10-year-old girls (plus a one-year catch-up campaign of girls aged 11–14 333 

years) with one-dose of the 9-valent HPV vaccine at 80% coverage would avert 112.9 million 334 

(range of medians: 75.8–176.2) and 148.0 million (111.6–187.6) cervical cancer cases should 335 

one dose of the vaccine confer 20 and 30 years of protection, respectively (Fig 2; with the 336 

equivalent cumulative and discounted benefits figures in the Supplementary Materials). 337 

Under a scenario of one dose of the vaccine providing lifelong protection at 80% initial VE, 338 

the models predicted that 155.2 million (143.7–170.3) cervical cancer cases would be 339 

prevented (Fig 2). A one-dose schedule conferring 20 years of protection would avert 65.0% 340 

(range of medians: 45.8–91.8%) of the cases averted by the vaccination schedule providing 341 

lifelong protection at 100% VE (Fig 3). However, if the duration of protection increases to 30 342 

years, a one-dose schedule would avert more cases at 87.9% (range of medians: 59.6–100%) 343 

of the cases averted by the vaccination schedule providing lifelong protection at 100% VE 344 

(Fig 3). Similarly, for the scenario where one dose of the vaccine provides lifelong protection 345 

but at lower VE (of 80%), most of the cases (88.3% (range of medians: 86.2–96.7%)) can still 346 

be averted (Fig 3). 347 

 348 

Fig 2. Cervical cancers averted by routine one-dose HPV vaccination by country income groups. 349 
The lines represent the median projections of the 10 model-country settings: the PHE model in 350 
black, HPV-ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the Harvard model-country pairs in blue. The 351 
grey area corresponds to the additional cases averted in the vaccinated cohort after the 100 years of 352 
routine vaccination. Cancers averted were discounted at 0%. Only cervical cancer caused by HPV 16, 353 
18, 31, 33, 45, 52, and 58, which could be averted by the 9-valent HPV vaccine, were considered. 354 
 355 
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Fig 3. Cervical cancers averted by routine one-dose HPV vaccination as a proportion of cervical 356 
cancers averted by routine HPV vaccination programmes conferring lifelong protection at 100% 357 
vaccine efficacy.  The median percentage (intervals: 10–90th percentile) of cancers averted by a 358 
one-dose schedule compared to a two-dose programme of the 10 model-country settings: the PHE 359 
model in black, HPV-ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the Harvard model-country pairs in 360 
blue. Health outcomes were discounted at 0%. Only cervical cancer caused by HPV 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 361 
52, and 58, which could be averted by the 9-valent HPV vaccine, were considered. 362 

 363 

Due to large disparities in age-standardised cervical cancer incidence across country income 364 

groups in 2021, the number of cases averted by routine vaccination programmes is higher in 365 

low-income countries (31.9 million (range of medians: 21.2–48.6), if one-dose confers 20 366 

years of protection) than in high-income countries (4.8 million (range of medians: 3.5–6.9)). 367 

More cervical cancers could be averted if one dose of the vaccine confers a longer duration 368 

of protection, i.e., at 30 years or lifelong but lowered VE. Assuming waning of protection at 369 

20 years (on average) after vaccination, the PHE model parameterised with data from the 370 

UK projected that a one-dose schedule could avert 91.8% (80%UI 76.2–99.8%) of the cases 371 

averted by a two-schedule vaccination schedule. However, the HPV-ADVISE and Harvard 372 

models, mostly parameterised with data from LMICs, projected that 61.0% (range of 373 

medians: 45.8–87.6%) could be averted (Fig 3). 374 

 375 

The models consistently projected that fewer girls need to be vaccinated with the first dose 376 

to prevent one cervical cancer case in low-income countries (32 (range of medians: 23–51)) 377 

than middle-income (43 (range of medians: 31–69)) and high-income countries (83 (range of 378 

medians: 67–122)) if one-dose confers 20 years of protection (Fig 4A–C). However, 379 

variations across models were observed for the projections of the number of girls needed to 380 

be vaccinated with the second dose to prevent one cervical cancer case. Compared to the 381 
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HPV-ADVISE and Harvard models, the PHE model projected that more girls need to be 382 

vaccinated with the second dose to avert one cervical cancer case when the protection from 383 

one dose of the vaccine wanes 20 years after vaccination (Fig 4A–D; 889 (80%UI 93–27 700) 384 

girls if one dose confers 20 years of protection). However, if one-dose confers lifelong 385 

protection but at lowered VE, the differences between the PHE, HPV-ADVISE and Harvard 386 

models decrease. When we discounted health outcomes, the model predicted that more 387 

girls need to be vaccinated to avert one cervical cancer case (Fig 4E–H).  388 

 389 
Fig 4. Number of girls needed to be vaccinated with the first and second dose to avert one 390 
additional cervical cancer case by income group. The lines represent the median projections of the 391 
10 model-country settings: the PHE model in black, HPV-ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the 392 
Harvard model-country pairs in blue. The grey area corresponds to the additional cases averted in 393 
the vaccinated cohort after the 100 years of routine vaccination. Health outcomes were discounted 394 
at 3% (panels A–D) and 0% (panels E–H). 395 

 396 

Across all income groups, the threshold (i.e., maximum) cost for the second dose to remain 397 

cost-effective was low—from 0.85 (range of medians: 0.07–3.82) USD in low-income 398 

countries to 18.08 (range of medians: -3.62–85.64) USD in high-income countries if one-399 

dose confers 30 year protection to—as few additional cancers would be averted with a 400 

longer duration of protection (≥30 years) or higher VE (>80%). With a higher GDP per capita, 401 

middle- and high-income countries have a higher threshold cost (Fig 5). However, if one-402 

dose confers ≤20 years of protection, the threshold cost for the second dose to remain cost-403 

effective is borderline at 3.24 (range of medians: 0.34–5.35) USD in low-income countries 404 

and 62.93 (range of medians: 12.63–117.45) USD in high-income countries, suggesting that 405 

duration of protection remains the main driver of uncertainty.  406 

 407 
Fig 5. Threshold cost to pay for the first and second dose of vaccine by country income groups. The 408 
threshold cost is the maximum that could be paid for the first dose (compared to no vaccination) 409 
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and second dose (compared to one dose only) for the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio to remain 410 
below the cost-effectiveness threshold. Two cost-effectiveness thresholds are presented: a lower 411 
threshold as suggested by Jit (2020) in panels A–D and country gross domestic product (GDP) per 412 
capita (in 2017 USD) in panels E–H. The lower cost-effectiveness threshold presented in panels A–D 413 
is 30–40% and 60–65% of GDP per capita in low-income and middle- to high-income countries, 414 
respectively. Cost and health outcomes were discounted at 3% and 0%, respectively. 415 

 416 

Discussion 417 

In this study, three independent transmission dynamic models projected consistent results 418 

suggesting that routine one-dose HPV vaccine programmes at 80% coverage worldwide 419 

could provide a high level of population protection and be cost-effective. We considered 420 

three assumptions of the one-dose schedule: one dose of the HPV vaccine confers either 20 421 

or 30 years of protection at full VE, or lifelong protection but at 80% VE. Across all 422 

assumptions, one-dose schedules provide large population impacts on cervical cancer, while 423 

the difference in population impact of the one-dose versus two-dose vaccination schedule is 424 

small if one dose confers  ≥30 years of protection or lifelong protection but at 80% VE. This 425 

underscores the significant potential public health impact of the one-dose vaccination 426 

schedule if vaccine uptake is high across all countries (21).  427 

 428 

Although trials (28–30) and post-randomisation analyses (30) suggest that the duration of 429 

protection of one dose of the vaccine is more than ten years, it is uncertain how long 430 

vaccinated individuals will remain protected and how the vaccine would wane beyond the 431 

first decade. The threshold duration of protection for a one-dose schedule to avert the 432 

majority of vaccine-preventable cancers is associated with the ages at which individuals are 433 

vaccinated and reach peak sexual activity, which varies between countries. If one dose of 434 

the vaccine confers ≤20 years of protection, giving the second dose may have a larger health 435 
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impact, especially in settings where HPV transmission persists decades after vaccination. 436 

However, if one dose provides a longer duration of protection (≥30 years), administering the 437 

second dose will bring about few health gains at potentially high costs. Hence, decisions on 438 

offering the second dose should account for the duration of protection provided by the first 439 

dose, whether it covers the peak years of sexual activity and HPV transmission, and the 440 

costs of delivering the additional dose. The second dose becomes more cost-effective if the 441 

protection from one dose is less than 20 years, the costs of the vaccine and delivering it are 442 

lower than current reported costs, and/or the local burden of cervical cancer is high. 443 

 444 

Our comparison of one- and two-dose vaccination schedules is motivated by several 445 

advantages of a one-dose schedule. Firstly, many LMICs have yet to implement national HPV 446 

vaccination programmes because of the challenges of delivering two vaccine doses to 447 

adolescent females (17). Compared to two-dose HPV vaccination, a one-dose HPV 448 

vaccination schedule would be cheaper and easier to implement (e.g., no follow-up of 449 

vaccinated individuals would be required), potentially enabling more LMICs to introduce 450 

HPV vaccine into national immunisation schedules (21,23). More recently, HPV vaccine 451 

implementation in LMICs has been delayed due to constraints in HPV vaccine supply (20,21). 452 

Our model-based analysis predicts that routinely vaccinating 10-year-old girls at 80% 453 

coverage in LICs could result in four times (population-adjusted) more cervical cases averted 454 

than in high-income countries. Under our one-dose assumptions, routine one-dose HPV 455 

vaccination programmes could protect up to 155 million females against cervical cancer 456 

globally over the years 2021–2120.  457 

 458 
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Secondly, the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted several routine immunisation programmes 459 

(50–52), including HPV vaccination (21,53). Abbas and colleagues predicted that the benefits 460 

of resuming routine childhood immunisation services outweigh the risk of being infected 461 

with COVID-19 during the vaccination visits (52), reinforcing WHO's call for all countries to 462 

continue routine immunisation services safely (54). With physical distancing measures such 463 

as school closures and national lockdowns being implemented in many countries to cope 464 

with the COVID-19 pandemic (22), health officials grapple with reconfiguring school-based 465 

HPV vaccine delivery (53–55). Compared to the two-dose vaccination schedule, a one-dose 466 

schedule would further minimise interactions between vaccinees and health workers, 467 

simplifying vaccine delivery while also decreasing SARS-CoV-2 exposure. 468 

 469 

The lack of country-specific behavioural, virological, and clinical data in many countries 470 

limits fitting transmission dynamic models individually to most countries (56). However, in 471 

this comparative modelling study, we synthesised results from three published dynamic 472 

models based in nine countries, covering high-, middle- and low-income settings across 473 

three continents and a wide variety of epidemiological characteristics for HPV transmission 474 

and cervical cancer (14,56). Our approach provides a common framework using PRIME for 475 

population demographics, cervical cancer burden, and impact/cost-effectiveness 476 

calculations, while varying representation of HPV transmission and cervical cancer natural 477 

history across the three dynamic models. We then extrapolated the age- and time-478 

dependent ratio of the secondary to primary impacts of vaccine strategies to other 479 

countries. While there may be considerable uncertainty around extrapolating this ratio to 480 

another country, the use of 10 model-country pairs lends confidence that we are likely to 481 

have captured the range of possible outcomes for most countries. More precise estimates 482 
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would require fitting these models to additional specific countries, for which calibration 483 

data are not available (56,57). 484 

  485 

Our model projections of vaccine impact also involve other sources of uncertainty that we 486 

did not explicitly quantify. The PRIME model uses country-specific cervical cancer burden 487 

from the Global Cancer Incidence, Mortality and Prevalence (GLOBOCAN) database (58), 488 

which may underestimate the full burden of HPV-related disease, and thus vaccine impact, 489 

in LMICs (14). In this study, we only assessed the effect of HPV vaccination on cervical 490 

cancers. If we also accounted for the vaccine impact on other HPV-related cancers, we 491 

would anticipate a greater value of HPV vaccination programmes (26,59). However, the 492 

paucity of data on the efficacy of one dose on non-cervical cancers complicates the analysis 493 

evaluating their vaccine impact. Because the health gains from the second dose are small, 494 

any minor variations in gains will amplify the variability in the number needed to vaccinate 495 

with the additional dose. Finally, we project the impact of HPV vaccination on cervical 496 

cancers over the next century. Over the past decades, we have witnessed substantial 497 

demographic (60) and behavioural changes (61,62) with extraordinary improvements in 498 

public health (63). In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused substantial disruptions to 499 

population demography (64) and sexual behaviour (65), with uncertainty around the longer-500 

term consequences of such disruption. Moreover, over the next century, we expect to see 501 

continued advancements in pre-cancer screening and treatment services, which will further 502 

decrease cervical cancer incidence. Such uncertainties in life expectancy, population, and 503 

economic forecasts have significant implications for our predictions. 504 

 505 
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Conclusion 506 

Under the scenarios where a single HPV vaccine dose confers more than 30 years of 507 

protection or 80% efficacy with lifelong protection, routine one-dose HPV vaccination 508 

provides the majority of health benefits to the two-dose programme while simplifying 509 

vaccine delivery, reducing costs, and circumventing vaccine supply constraints. The second 510 

dose may be cost-effective if there is a shorter duration of protection from one dose, 511 

cheaper vaccine and vaccination delivery strategies, and high burden of cervical cancer. 512 

These results are fairly consistent when projected from three independent transmission 513 

dynamic models used in nine countries. The outcomes of our comparative modelling 514 

analysis contribute to the extensive evidence base, including emerging evidence from the 515 

single-dose HPV vaccine trials and observational studies, which would be beneficial to 516 

policymakers when they consider HPV vaccination in their populations.  517 
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Figure captions 792 

 793 
Fig 1. Overview of the data sources and the key steps of the modelling. To compare the impact and 794 
cost-effectiveness of one-dose versus two-dose vaccination in 188 countries, we adopted a hybrid 795 
approach. First, we synthesised the age-specific impact of HPV vaccines of three published 796 
transmission dynamic models—PHE, HPV-ADVISE, Harvard—from 10 model-country settings. 797 
Second, we derived the primary impact of vaccination using a static model (PRIME). Third, we 798 
extrapolated the primary and secondary effects to the remaining countries in the world. Fourth, we 799 
measured and compared population-level impact (e.g., cervical cancers averted, number of females 800 
needed to be vaccinated, threshold costs of the first and second dose of the vaccine) for three 801 
vaccine strategies: no HPV vaccination (the counterfactual); a one-dose HPV vaccination schedule in 802 
which we assume that one dose of the vaccine provides either a shorter duration of protection (20 803 
or 30 years) or lower vaccine efficacy (i.e., 80%) compared to two doses; and a two-dose HPV 804 
vaccination schedule in which two doses of the vaccine provides lifetime protection. 805 
 806 
Fig 2. Cervical cancers averted by routine one-dose HPV vaccination by country income groups. 807 
The lines represent the median projections of the 10 model-country settings: the PHE model in 808 
black, HPV-ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the Harvard model-country pairs in blue. The 809 
grey area corresponds to the additional cases averted in the vaccinated cohort after the 100 years of 810 
routine vaccination. Cancers averted were discounted at 0%. Only cervical cancer caused by HPV 16, 811 
18, 31, 33, 45, 52, and 58, which could be averted by the 9-valent HPV vaccine, were considered. 812 
 813 
Fig 3. Cervical cancers averted by routine one-dose HPV vaccination as a proportion of cervical 814 
cancers averted by routine HPV vaccination programmes conferring lifelong protection at 100% 815 
vaccine efficacy.  The median percentage (intervals: 10–90th percentile) of cancers averted by a 816 
one-dose schedule compared to a two-dose programme of the 10 model-country settings: the PHE 817 
model in black, HPV-ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the Harvard model-country pairs in 818 
blue. Health outcomes were discounted at 0%. Only cervical cancer caused by HPV 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 819 
52, and 58, which could be averted by the 9-valent HPV vaccine, were considered. 820 
 821 
Fig 4. Number of girls needed to be vaccinated with the first and second dose to avert one 822 
additional cervical cancer case by income group. The lines represent the median projections of the 823 
10 model-country settings: the PHE model in black, HPV-ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the 824 
Harvard model-country pairs in blue. The grey area corresponds to the additional cases averted in 825 
the vaccinated cohort after the 100 years of routine vaccination. Health outcomes were discounted 826 
at 3% (panels A–D) and 0% (panels E–H). 827 
 828 
Fig 5. Threshold cost to pay for the first and second dose of vaccine by country income groups. The 829 
threshold cost is the maximum that could be paid for the first dose (compared to no vaccination) 830 
and second dose (compared to one dose only) for the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio to remain 831 
below the cost-effectiveness threshold. Two cost-effectiveness thresholds are presented: a lower 832 
threshold as suggested by Jit (2020) in panels A–D and country gross domestic product (GDP) per 833 
capita (in 2017 USD) in panels E–H. The lower cost-effectiveness threshold presented in panels A–D 834 
is 30–40% and 60–65% of GDP per capita in low-income and middle- to high-income countries, 835 
respectively. Cost and health outcomes were discounted at 3% and 0%, respectively. 836 
   837 
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     Figures 838 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the data sources and the key steps of the modelling. To compare 
the impact and cost-effectiveness of one-dose versus two-dose vaccination in 188 
countries, we adopted a hybrid approach. First, we synthesised the age-specific impact of 
HPV vaccines of three published transmission dynamic models—PHE, HPV-ADVISE, 
Harvard—from 10 model-country settings. Second, we derived the primary impact of 
vaccination using a static model (PRIME). Third, we extrapolated the primary and 
secondary effects to the remaining countries in the world. Fourth, we measured and 
compared population-level impact (e.g., cervical cancers averted, number of females 
needed to be vaccinated, threshold costs of the first and second dose of the vaccine) for 
three vaccine strategies: no HPV vaccination (the counterfactual); a one-dose HPV 
vaccination schedule in which we assume that one dose of the vaccine provides either a 
shorter duration of protection (20 or 30 years) or lower vaccine efficacy (i.e., 80%) 
compared to two doses; and a two-dose HPV vaccination schedule in which two doses of 
the vaccine provides lifetime protection. 
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Figure 2. Cervical cancers averted by routine one-dose HPV vaccination by country 
income groups. The lines represent the median projections of the 10 model-country 
settings: the PHE model in black, HPV-ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the Harvard 
model-country pairs in blue. The grey area corresponds to the additional cases averted in 
the vaccinated cohort after the 100 years of routine vaccination. Cancers averted (health 
outcomes) were discounted at 0%. Only cervical cancer caused by HPV 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 
52 and 58, which could be averted by the 9-valent HPV vaccine, were considered. 
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Figure 3. Cervical cancers averted by routine one-dose HPV vaccination as a proportion 
of cervical cancers averted by routine HPV vaccination programmes conferring lifelong 
protection at 100% vaccine efficacy. The median percentage (intervals: 10–90th 
percentile) of cancers averted by a one-dose schedule compared to a two-dose 
programme of the 10 model-country settings: the PHE model in black, HPV-ADVISE 
model-country pairs in red, and the Harvard model-country pairs in blue. Health 
outcomes were discounted at 0%. Only cervical cancer caused by HPV 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 
52 and 58, which could be averted by the 9-valent HPV vaccine, were considered. 
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 845 

 
Figure 4. Number of girls needed to be vaccinated with the first and second dose to 
avert one additional cervical cancer case by income group. The lines represent the 
median projections of the 10 model-country settings: the PHE model in black, HPV-
ADVISE model-country pairs in red, and the Harvard model-country pairs in blue. The grey 
area corresponds to the additional cases averted in the vaccinated cohort after the 100 
years of routine vaccination. Health outcomes were discounted at 3% (panels A–D) and 
0% (panels E–H).  
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Figure 5. Threshold cost to pay for the first and second dose of vaccine by country 
income groups. The threshold cost is the maximum that could be paid for the first dose 
(compared to no vaccination) and second dose (compared to one dose only) for the 
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio to remain below the cost-effectiveness threshold. 
Two cost-effectiveness thresholds are presented: a lower threshold as suggested by Jit 
(2020) in panels A–D and country gross domestic product (GDP) per capita (in 2017 USD) 
in panels E–H. The lower cost-effectiveness threshold presented in panels A–D is 30–40% 
and 60–65% of GDP per capita in low-income and middle- to high-income countries, 
respectively. Cost and health outcomes were discounted at 3% and 0%, respectively. 
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